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de retour d amérique du sud tintin s embarque dans une aventure britannique palpitante rythmée par d incessants rebondissements pour la

première fois et non la dernière tintin s oppose au fourbe docteur müller ce dernier a organisé à l échelle européenne un vaste trafic de

fausse monnaie après bien des péripéties tintin réussira t il à le démanteler adventure fiction ages 9 an art historical review of the pastiche

phenomenon of europe s greatest comic tintin the classic graphic novel picking up where destination moon left off professor calculus and tintin

discover a secret agent has managed to sneak onboard the rocket with plans to hijack it and abandon everyone on the moon the classic

graphic novel bianca castafiore thomson and thompson are being imprisoned for allegedly attempting to overthrow general tapioca s

dictatorship tintin professor calculus and captain haddock set out to clear their friends names three classic graphic novels in one deluxe

hardcover edition tintin in america cigars of the pharaoh and the blue lotus tintin appears to fall into a trap and hides in one of the barrels on

an opium ship one of the most iconic characters in children s books join the world s most famous travelling reporter in three exciting

adventures as he visits the highlands of scotland in the black island solves a mysterious theft in king ottokar s sceptre and meets a certain

captain haddock for the first time in the crab with the golden claws the third of eight volumes containing hergé s best loved adventure stories

with three thrilling mysteries the black island wrongly accused of a theft tintin is led to set out with snowy on an adventure to investigate a

gang of forgers king ottokar s sceptre tintin travels to the syldavia and uncovers a plot to dethrone king muskar xii but can he help the head of

state before it s too late the crab with the golden claws faced with a drowned sailor counterfeit coins and a ship full of opium tintin sets out on

another adventure aboard the karaboudjan tintin is introduced to captain haddock for the first time and they are soon both facing a deathly

thirst in the sahara desert join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on extraordinary adventures spanning historical and political

events still selling over 100 000 copies every year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver screen by steven spielberg and peter
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jackson in 2011 the adventures of tintin continue to charm more than 90 years after they first found their way into publication since then more

than 230 million copies have been sold proving that comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st century as

they did in the early 20th hergé georges remi was born in brussels in 1907 over the course of 54 years he completed over 20 titles in the

adventures of tintin series which is now considered to be one of the greatest if not the greatest comics series of all time a hundred years after

his birth georges remi better known as herge is celebrated for creating tintin the dauntless young reporter hero of the strip cartoon he first

introduced in 1929 the adventures of tintin remain a constant source of reference throughout this new book which draws on fresh material

found in the extensive archive held by the studios herge as well as a series of interviews with those who knew him intimately friends and

colleagues who worked with him generously illustrated it examines the life and passions of a man who despite his international fame preferred

to avoid the limelight finding inspiration in modern art the latest scientific developments and world affairs and seeking enlightenment in zen

buddhism and philosophy in this anniversary portrait michael farr reveals the artist and complex personality behind tintin book jacket contents

key dates in the life of herge the death of an artist a passion for art a journalist at heart the lure of the silver screen be prepared a lifelong boy

scout oriental attraction an elegant joker with a serious side notes includes index in this fully revised and expanded edition of this popular

pocket sized reference book the authors offer a comprehensive and critical overview of the tintin series starting with the character s humble

origins in the children s supplement of a belgian catholic newspaper in the 1920s the authors track tintin s development and success

throughout the decades including the stormy world war ii years each book is analyzed in detail both in the context of the series and in its

larger framework that of the comic s medium and of society in general the authors also look at the massive industry that has developed round

the figure of tintin the trivia the anecdotes the movies and television series and the multitude of tintin spin offs tintin is a reporter sent to the

soviet union to give a weekly report of his adventures snowy has sniffed out another mystery but also discovers a taste for scottish whisky

after a terrifying chase through the skies tintin sets out to investigate the infamous black island but can tintin and snowy escape the terrible

beast that devours every man bold enough to go near whether he s trolling the high seas for treasure or blasting off for the moon young

reporter sleuth tintin and his faithful dog snowy have delighted readers everywhere for generations with their timeless adventures join tintin

and snowy as they tackle the toughest mysteries around the world in the castafiore emerald flight 714 and tintin and the picaros this book is a
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pastiche by y rodier in hommage to hergé s last album the twenty fourth adventure of tintin tintin and alph art was left unfinished at the time of

hergé s death on the 3rd of march 1983 since then several artists have tried their hand at finishing this ultimate adventure of tintin presented

here is the version drawn by yves rodier a canadian artist in an english translation by richard wainman the intention when creating this

translation was to remain as faithful to the original as possible and therefore new place names and character names have not been anglicised

this practice which was carried out by the english translators leslie lonsdale cooper and michael tumer for the books in the established canon

has not been used here a deluxe special edition boxed set of 21 tintin classic graphic novels collected in seven hardcover volumes plus a

bonus book featuring tintin and co a closer look at favorite tintin characters revealing their origins inspirations and the source of their enduring

fascination packaged in a handsome slipcase reproductions of the original sketches and text of an unfinished story by hergé with english

translation and commentary le biographe exploite des éléments nouveaux comme la correspondance de georges rémi alias hergé avec sa

première femme germaine kieckens et son premier secrétaire marcel dehaye pour montrer que les aventures de tintin sont en quelque sorte le

journal des événements qui ponctuent la réalité de son créateur explores the sources in real life of all the tintin adventures three classic

graphic novels in one deluxe hardcover edition land of black gold destination moon and explorers on the moon join the world s most famous

travelling reporter in two exciting adventures as he heads for the congo the young reporter tintin and his faithful dog snowy set off on

assignment to africa but a sinister stowaway follows their every move and seems set on ensuring they come to a sticky end tintin and snowy

encounter witch doctors hostile tribesmen crocodiles boa constrictors and numerous other wild animals before solving the mystery and getting

their story join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on an extraordinary adventure spanning historical and political events and

thrilling mysteries still selling over 100 000 copies every year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver screen by steven spielberg and

peter jackson in 2011 the adventures of tintin continue to charm more than 80 years after they first found their way into publication since then

an estimated 230 million copies have been sold proving that comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st

century as they did in the early 20th celebrate tintin s 90th anniversary and the 50th anniversary of the moon landing in this stellar volume

including destination moon and explorers on the moon this is the first time these two stories have been collected together in an oversized luxe

hardcover edition that features a stunning new cover and lavish silver spine sixteen years before the first man walked on the moon tintin
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arrived at the satellite s secret space station to do some galactic detective work destination moon tintin the world s most famous traveling

reporter discovers that professor calculus is building a space rocket tintin and captain haddock are amazed to find that professor calculus is

planning a top secret project from the sprodj atomic research centre in syldavia and before our intrepid hero knows it the next stop on this

adventure is space explorers on the moon following on from the events of destination moon tintin finds himself in a rocket on a collision course

with the moon and with snowy the dog captain haddock professor calculus and the thompson twins aboard things quickly spiral further and

further out of control have you collected all of tintin s adventures tintin and alph arttintin in americatintin in the land of the sovietstintin and the

picarostintin in tibettintin the black islandtintin the blue lotustintin the broken eartintin the calculus affairtintin the castafiore emeraldtintin cigars

of the pharaohtintin the crab with the golden clawstintin destination moontintin explorers of the moontintin flight 714 to sydneytintin king ottakar

s sceptretintin land of black goldtintin prisoners of the suntintin red rackham s treasuretintin the red sea sharkstintin the secret of the

unicorntintin the seven crystal ballstintin the shooting star relates the adventures of tintin the captain and snowy in tibet where they rescue

tintin s chinese friend chang
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Tintin au Pays de l'Or Noir

1938-01-01

de retour d amérique du sud tintin s embarque dans une aventure britannique palpitante rythmée par d incessants rebondissements pour la

première fois et non la dernière tintin s oppose au fourbe docteur müller ce dernier a organisé à l échelle européenne un vaste trafic de

fausse monnaie après bien des péripéties tintin réussira t il à le démanteler

L'Îie Noire

1973-01-01

adventure fiction ages 9

Le Lotus Bleu

1992

an art historical review of the pastiche phenomenon of europe s greatest comic tintin

Tintin Au Tibet

1968

the classic graphic novel picking up where destination moon left off professor calculus and tintin discover a secret agent has managed to
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sneak onboard the rocket with plans to hijack it and abandon everyone on the moon

Tresor de Rackham le Rouge

2015

the classic graphic novel bianca castafiore thomson and thompson are being imprisoned for allegedly attempting to overthrow general tapioca

s dictatorship tintin professor calculus and captain haddock set out to clear their friends names

Tintin en Amerique

1992

three classic graphic novels in one deluxe hardcover edition tintin in america cigars of the pharaoh and the blue lotus

Objectif Lune

2019-12

tintin appears to fall into a trap and hides in one of the barrels on an opium ship

Le Tournesol

1992
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one of the most iconic characters in children s books join the world s most famous travelling reporter in three exciting adventures as he visits

the highlands of scotland in the black island solves a mysterious theft in king ottokar s sceptre and meets a certain captain haddock for the

first time in the crab with the golden claws the third of eight volumes containing hergé s best loved adventure stories with three thrilling

mysteries the black island wrongly accused of a theft tintin is led to set out with snowy on an adventure to investigate a gang of forgers king

ottokar s sceptre tintin travels to the syldavia and uncovers a plot to dethrone king muskar xii but can he help the head of state before it s too

late the crab with the golden claws faced with a drowned sailor counterfeit coins and a ship full of opium tintin sets out on another adventure

aboard the karaboudjan tintin is introduced to captain haddock for the first time and they are soon both facing a deathly thirst in the sahara

desert join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on extraordinary adventures spanning historical and political events still selling

over 100 000 copies every year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver screen by steven spielberg and peter jackson in 2011 the

adventures of tintin continue to charm more than 90 years after they first found their way into publication since then more than 230 million

copies have been sold proving that comic books have the same power to entertain children and adults in the 21st century as they did in the

early 20th hergé georges remi was born in brussels in 1907 over the course of 54 years he completed over 20 titles in the adventures of tintin

series which is now considered to be one of the greatest if not the greatest comics series of all time

Le Crabe aux Pinces d'Or

1992

a hundred years after his birth georges remi better known as herge is celebrated for creating tintin the dauntless young reporter hero of the

strip cartoon he first introduced in 1929 the adventures of tintin remain a constant source of reference throughout this new book which draws

on fresh material found in the extensive archive held by the studios herge as well as a series of interviews with those who knew him intimately

friends and colleagues who worked with him generously illustrated it examines the life and passions of a man who despite his international

fame preferred to avoid the limelight finding inspiration in modern art the latest scientific developments and world affairs and seeking
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enlightenment in zen buddhism and philosophy in this anniversary portrait michael farr reveals the artist and complex personality behind tintin

book jacket contents key dates in the life of herge the death of an artist a passion for art a journalist at heart the lure of the silver screen be

prepared a lifelong boy scout oriental attraction an elegant joker with a serious side notes includes index

El Cangrejo Pinzas Oro

1976-09-30

in this fully revised and expanded edition of this popular pocket sized reference book the authors offer a comprehensive and critical overview

of the tintin series starting with the character s humble origins in the children s supplement of a belgian catholic newspaper in the 1920s the

authors track tintin s development and success throughout the decades including the stormy world war ii years each book is analyzed in detail

both in the context of the series and in its larger framework that of the comic s medium and of society in general the authors also look at the

massive industry that has developed round the figure of tintin the trivia the anecdotes the movies and television series and the multitude of

tintin spin offs

Tintin et les Picaros

1978-05-30

tintin is a reporter sent to the soviet union to give a weekly report of his adventures
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The Adventures of Tintin

1994-05-02

snowy has sniffed out another mystery but also discovers a taste for scottish whisky after a terrifying chase through the skies tintin sets out to

investigate the infamous black island but can tintin and snowy escape the terrible beast that devours every man bold enough to go near

Etoile Mysterieuse

2006

whether he s trolling the high seas for treasure or blasting off for the moon young reporter sleuth tintin and his faithful dog snowy have

delighted readers everywhere for generations with their timeless adventures join tintin and snowy as they tackle the toughest mysteries around

the world in the castafiore emerald flight 714 and tintin and the picaros

Le Pastiche Tintin, 111 'Lost' Tintins, Vol. 1: Les Non-Aventures de Tintin

2015-12-03

this book is a pastiche by y rodier in hommage to hergé s last album the twenty fourth adventure of tintin tintin and alph art was left unfinished

at the time of hergé s death on the 3rd of march 1983 since then several artists have tried their hand at finishing this ultimate adventure of

tintin presented here is the version drawn by yves rodier a canadian artist in an english translation by richard wainman the intention when

creating this translation was to remain as faithful to the original as possible and therefore new place names and character names have not

been anglicised this practice which was carried out by the english translators leslie lonsdale cooper and michael tumer for the books in the
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established canon has not been used here

Coke en Stock

2007

a deluxe special edition boxed set of 21 tintin classic graphic novels collected in seven hardcover volumes plus a bonus book featuring tintin

and co a closer look at favorite tintin characters revealing their origins inspirations and the source of their enduring fascination packaged in a

handsome slipcase

L' Affaire Tournesol

2011-09-09

reproductions of the original sketches and text of an unfinished story by hergé with english translation and commentary

Explorers on the Moon

2003

le biographe exploite des éléments nouveaux comme la correspondance de georges rémi alias hergé avec sa première femme germaine

kieckens et son premier secrétaire marcel dehaye pour montrer que les aventures de tintin sont en quelque sorte le journal des événements

qui ponctuent la réalité de son créateur
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Tintin and the Picaros

1990

explores the sources in real life of all the tintin adventures

The Adventures of Tintin: Volume 1

2008-07-01

three classic graphic novels in one deluxe hardcover edition land of black gold destination moon and explorers on the moon

The Blue Lotus

1978

join the world s most famous travelling reporter in two exciting adventures as he heads for the congo the young reporter tintin and his faithful

dog snowy set off on assignment to africa but a sinister stowaway follows their every move and seems set on ensuring they come to a sticky

end tintin and snowy encounter witch doctors hostile tribesmen crocodiles boa constrictors and numerous other wild animals before solving the

mystery and getting their story join the most iconic character in comics as he embarks on an extraordinary adventure spanning historical and

political events and thrilling mysteries still selling over 100 000 copies every year in the uk and having been adapted for the silver screen by

steven spielberg and peter jackson in 2011 the adventures of tintin continue to charm more than 80 years after they first found their way into

publication since then an estimated 230 million copies have been sold proving that comic books have the same power to entertain children

and adults in the 21st century as they did in the early 20th
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The Adventures of Tintin Volume 3

1991

celebrate tintin s 90th anniversary and the 50th anniversary of the moon landing in this stellar volume including destination moon and

explorers on the moon this is the first time these two stories have been collected together in an oversized luxe hardcover edition that features

a stunning new cover and lavish silver spine sixteen years before the first man walked on the moon tintin arrived at the satellite s secret space

station to do some galactic detective work destination moon tintin the world s most famous traveling reporter discovers that professor calculus

is building a space rocket tintin and captain haddock are amazed to find that professor calculus is planning a top secret project from the sprodj

atomic research centre in syldavia and before our intrepid hero knows it the next stop on this adventure is space explorers on the moon

following on from the events of destination moon tintin finds himself in a rocket on a collision course with the moon and with snowy the dog

captain haddock professor calculus and the thompson twins aboard things quickly spiral further and further out of control have you collected all

of tintin s adventures tintin and alph arttintin in americatintin in the land of the sovietstintin and the picarostintin in tibettintin the black

islandtintin the blue lotustintin the broken eartintin the calculus affairtintin the castafiore emeraldtintin cigars of the pharaohtintin the crab with

the golden clawstintin destination moontintin explorers of the moontintin flight 714 to sydneytintin king ottakar s sceptretintin land of black

goldtintin prisoners of the suntintin red rackham s treasuretintin the red sea sharkstintin the secret of the unicorntintin the seven crystal

ballstintin the shooting star

The Adventures of Hergé, Creator of Tintin

2019-01-26

relates the adventures of tintin the captain and snowy in tibet where they rescue tintin s chinese friend chang
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Tintin

1963

The Adventures of Tintin, Reporter for "Le Petit Vingtième," in the Land of the Soviets

2008-11-01

Tintin in Tibet

2007

The Black Island

2002

Tintin in America

2002
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The Adventures of Tintin

2017-11-13

Tintin and Alph-Art

1995-04-01

Tim in Tibet

2005

The Adventures of Tintin: Collector's Gift Set

2019-07-09

Tintin and Alph-art

1991-12-12
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Hergé, fils de Tintin

1946

Tintin

Tintin i the Snaws o Tibet

The Adventures of Tintin: Volume 5

Tintin in the Congo

Tintin on the Moon
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Tintin in Tibet

Tintin au Congo
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